Heritage Award

2011
Working to protect Ludlow’s Environmental and Architectural Heritage for future generations
We are delighted to receive a Ludlow Area Advisory Committee Heritage Awards for:
The Butercross – is an iconic building with a history of
problems. The roof and the cupola were in urgent need
of renovation. All works were undertaken by Treasure
and Son to a very high standard.
The clock was suffering from exposure to the elements
and in need of protection. It has been totally
refurbished and secured for the future with a modern
winding solution with a pendulum regulator.
The old original clock workings are intact and
preserved for the future in superb working order
repaired with new glass where broken and cracked.
The doors below at ground level were taken away from
the open market area and totally refurbished using
heritage colours and door furniture.
The arched window at the rear of Benson's shop is a
new feature with black laminated glass to cover what
was a window with a bricked up grey block wall behind.

New clock face glass

Re-gilded weather vane

New lead work on roof

We are also delighted to be nominated for a Ludlow Area Advisory Committee Heritage Award at:
The Linney Riverside Park - the first stage of the Linney Riverside
Park works stabilised the banks to prevent further erosion. The
scheme was designed in consultation with the Environment Agency
to ensure that the delicate flood plain eco system remains intact.
Coir matting rolls pinned with hazel stakes (pictured left) will help to
establish native riverbank planting Using dolorite will hopefully secure
the bank for many years to come as the River Teme was in danger of
one day carving its way through the bend undermining Ludlow Castle
and homes in its path. The play park can now be built and our
riverbank heritage preserved. The project is not yet completed and
will be considered for an award again next year

